Distance Education Template

Use a modified version of the Student Development & Instruction Templates. Changes include:

Data Analysis section will reference a provided dataset (below), and data prompts will be taken from the Instructional Template.

Assessment section will provide the number of online courses evaluated. The number of students meeting, exceeding and failing to meet expectations will be provided by discipline vs. the district.

Program Review Dataset

Indicators:

- Enrollment & fill-rate
  - By equity group
- Success & Retention
  - By equity group
- Faculty and Full-time Equivalent Faculty: FTES, FTES and FTES/FTEF
  - Percent Full & Part-time
- Curriculum Status: % Current (All courses, Online, Interactive TV)

Each presented for:

- District-wide (all- DE & face-to-face)
- District-wide (DE only)
- By program/subject (DE only)

Persistence Theme:

Add a question to the beginning of Planning (Section 4):
Preface question with “The theme of CR’s Annual Plan is Persistence...... This theme is crucial to the college because…”
What actions does the program plan to take to increase student persistence?